
Giant Leap Fund II
Quarterly update - Q2 FY22

You are receiving this email because you are an investor in Giant Leap 
Fund II ("Fund II"). This update contains information that is confidential which
is being shared with you in your capacity as an Investor. We kindly ask that
you keep this update and its contents confidential and that you not disclose
any of the information to any third party.
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 skills via a “mini tech MBA” in addition to life skills like personal finance, ethics and
entrepreneurialism.

HEX provides a much needed alternative for a +$3b market of high-school leavers that
aren’t being prepared for the tech-based future of work by traditional tertiary providers,
where 40% of degrees will be obsolete in the coming years and youth disillusionment
has been highlighted as a key risk by the World Economic Forum.

Since its founding in 2016, Jeanette Cheah, Founder & CEO, has bootstrapped the
business and developed a unique network of over 30 international university and
industry partners that provide a platform to scale rapidly. 

 

New deals & portfolio highlights
HEX Seed round led by Giant Leap
Giant Leap led the first capital raise for HEX (AKA The
Hacker Exchange), investing $300,000 into their Seed
round.

HEX is an edtech platform on a mission to improve
education and employment pathways for high school
leavers and university drop-outs, delivering relevant digital 

Who Gives A Crap does coffee
To celebrate the end of year, Who Gives A Crap launched
the #2 Blend, a combination of coffee and their trademark
sustainable toilet paper that was covered by the Daily Mail
and Broadsheet.

Fair HQ celebrates first birthday
Fair HQ's diversity & inclusion product celebrated 1 year
since launch with all customers renewing their yearly
subscription.  They've also been producing great content
on benchmarking diversity, setting goals, and mentoring
employees on their blog. 

https://cdn.ey.com/echannel/au/en/industries/government---public-sector/ey-university-of-the-future-2030/EY-university-of-the-future-2030.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/youth-disillusionment-global-risk-gen-z-resilience/
https://www.startwithhex.com/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-10105893/Founder-trendy-toilet-paper-business-reveals-fitting-new-coffee-venture.html
https://www.broadsheet.com.au/national/food-and-drink/article/eco-friendly-toilet-roll-company-who-gives-crap-has-launched-limited-edition-coffee-and-tp-bundle
https://fairhq.co/blog/


Fund summary

Notes:
 1. Calculated with a Fund size of $38,150,000 – Giant Leap Fund II’s current committed capital.
2. Valuations are held in Australian currency with FX adjustments as at 30th June of each year and auditor adjustments reflected as at 30th September
of each year until a subsequent valuation event occurs. Valuation can occur in a subsequent investment round, an exit, or during auditor adjustments at
the end of financial year.
3. No assumed exit within the next 12 months.

The following table summarises portfolio valuations as at 31 December 2021.

Committed and drawn capital

Forecast capital calls

In accordance with the Partnership Deed, we will provide at least 10 business days’
notice for payment of funds when we make a capital call to investors.

Note: 
Fund II expects to have sufficient funds from the 
initial 10% draw down to make investments for 
the current quarter.

https://dynamicbusiness.com/topics/start-up-entrepreneur/revolutionary-startup-harnesses-technology-to-fight-loneliness.html


If you have any questions about this Quarterly Update or you've missed any previous
updates and would like us to resend them, please contact the team at
investors@giantleap.com.au

Best regards,
The Giant Leap Team


